
An International Investment Holding Company
Innovative Business Incubator  .  Uncompromising Quality  .  Innate Professionalism



“Since its inception, DAS Holding has adopted a policy of providing expert services and unparalleled facilities to all its 
clients – whether inside or outside the UAE. 
As part of the Group’s commitment to excellence, DAS Holding constantly strives to create new opportunities, 
developing partnerships with leading companies. 
This vast network of local and international business relationships allows us to focus on a single-minded endeavor – 
to develop the UAE economy and enhance its global presence by ensuring robust growth and constant advancement. 
This strategy puts us in a position where we can provide global businesses looking for investment opportunities in the 
region with the facilities to reach and tap local markets, towards the mutual benefit of all involved.” 

Khalid Deemas Al Suwaidi, 
Chief Executive Officer, DAS Holding Group
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 With decades of presence and growth in the region, DAS Holding has consistently attracted the best of investments, 
work force and customers. One of the key reasons for our inspiring growth has been a firmly laid out vision. 
Single-mindedly focused on the big picture, DAS Holding has today grown to become one of the largest business 
groups in the region. Our values constantly remind us of our vision and drives us forward to achieve new milestones 
acoss all the industries and businesses we operate in. Trust and confidence feature highly in all of our relationships.

OUR VALUES, VISION AND MISSION

To provide clients with the best of services by increasing the business competencies of subsidiary companies - 
developing networks between subsidiaries, prospective subsidiaries, business partners and related organizations, 
whilst supporting good business principles, and corporate governance to enhance the competence and credibility of 
Das Holding and its subsidiaries.

Vision and Mission

To be the leading UAE Holding Company and the preferred partner for institutional investors, governments and 
multinational corporations.

Value
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GUIDED BY STRONG VALUES.
DRIVEN BY RESPONSIBILITY.
Das Holdings has a strong Corporate Governance policy framework in place that is strongly adhered to. The Board of 
Directors ensure that transparency remains the cornerstone of all our dealings to ensure fairness to all stakeholders.

We welcome you to learn more about our Corporate Governance framework. See what helps us set high standards 
that make us one of the strongest groups in the region. From ethics to compliance, audits and timely disclosure of 
information, we set the bar high.

DAS Holding serves as a conglomerate of subsidiaries, spanning diverse industries with equally wide-ranging 
products and services, each supported by a global network of partners and associates. Our subsidiaries are all 
recognized as pioneers within their respective industries, ensuring that DAS Holding now represents the ideal 
business partner for multinational corporations, governments and entrepreneurs who seek to develop and nurture a 
new company.

Our Business Sectors
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HOSPITALITY

Das Holdings currently owns and operates the Dusit Thani Hotel and the Southern Sun Hotel in Abu Dhabi and the Desert Rose 

Hotel in Dubai. Known for its premium offerings from accommodation to culinary experiences, industry best standards of 

service, and the finest in luxury, our properties are amongst the most sought after destinations for tourists, holiday makers, 

business travellers and the local population. Supported by world class teams of hospitality professionals with rich experience 

from across the globe, we continue to set new benchmarks in the hospitality sector through our unique offerings.

Selected amongst the World’s Top 100 Hotels, Dusit Thani Abu Dhabi brings Thai-inspired design and hospitality to the heart 
of the United Arab Emirates’ capital city with our 5-star hotel in Abu Dhabi.

Dusit Thani is in Abu Dhabi’s new business and government district, within easy reach of the Eastern Mangroves, the city’s lush 
natural habitat the Corniche, the city’s iconic seaside promenade and the Abu Dhabi National Exhibition Centre.

A fine selection of restaurants includes an international all-day-dining venue, a contemporary steakhouse and an authentic 
Thai restaurant.

A state-of-the-art gym, an outdoor pool and the Namm Spa for signature massages are the special indulgences reserved for 
the guests. Some facilities are available at an added fee.

Dusit Thani LLC

Delivering the finest in luxury. Creating the best of experiences.

dusit.com
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Discover contemporary design with Arabic elegance, standard-setting guest services, business-first amenities and conference 
spaces, and famous Abu Dhabi dining in the best-value TripAdvisor Travelers Choice hotel in the city. 
353 rooms starting from the 10th and rising to the 26th floor means sweeping Corniche and city views.

From cooling off in the 27th floor rooftop pool to dining at one of Abu Dhabi’s most loved steak restaurants and from 
mini-breaks with maximum-comfort in the Corniche to long-stay luxury in spacious suites, Southern Sun Abu Dhabi invites you 
to the Emirates capital.

Southern Sun

www.tsogosun.com
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Bringing interiors to life. Powered by art and science. 

Our approach to interior design is a coming together of technical, analytical and creative skills, along with an understanding of 
key architectural elements. Driven by a highly energetic team of interior design specialists and professionals, we specialize in 
furniture design, healthcare design, hospitality design, retail design and workspace design to cite a few. 

INTERIOR DESIGN

www.udi.ae 
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United Design International believes in the power of creativity, relishes the challenge of unusual spaces and thrives on 
constraints like budgets and timelines. As part of Das Holdings, the company has rightfully imbibed the values of the group, 
one that respects the customer centric way of working and at the same time believes in giving talent the space they need to 
accomplish the stated goals. 
UDI was established in 2002. UDI has extensive skills and experience in designing stunning, opulent palaces and offices for the 
rulers of Abu Dhabi, and is one of the most prestigious and respected firms in the UAE capital. UDI offers superior quality, 
luxurious and value-engineered interiors. UDI houses a team of multi-disciplined Interior Designers with international 
experiences and specialist skills in interior concept, spatial design, furniture, graphics, project management, supervision and 
value-engineering. Their approach is practical and incorporate the latest technology and global trends.

United Design International LLC 



Emirates International Facility Management LLC (EIFM) is an Abu Dhabi based facilities management company that offers 

integrated facilities management for the UAE business community. Safety, the latest equipment, well trained technicians and 

an unmatched level of customer attention is what makes us the leader of the pack.

EIFM is an amalgamation of seven service providing companies which are Contracting & Maintenance, Cleaning & Pest Control, 

Car Wash & Valet Parking, Security, Transportation, Calibers Recruitment and Calibers Industry.

Emirates International Facility Management LLC 

www.eifm.ae
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Tawasul Transport Company was formally launched on 3 Nov 2007. It is a national company operating in the field of public 

transport for taxis in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi. The company provides social services for each and all of the society members 

and operates 24/7, while maintaining its distinguished motto marked by quality, comfort and safety. 

Tawasul Transport Company uses 1350 taxicabs operating in the City of Abu Dhabi, Al Ain City, Bani Yas City and the Western 

Region. Quality, safety and top-notch maintenance is the hallmark of a Tawasul vehicle, and they are also tracked at all times 

using satellite technology. 

1323 drivers, both male and female, drive Tawasul vehicles, and there are 3 categories that operate, the first one being a 

regular public taxi, the second a Family Taxi which carries families, always driven by a lady driver and the third a Special Needs 

vehicle for those who require specialized assistance. 

Tawasul is guided by the corporate value systems of Das Holding, incorporating time-honored tenets of integrity, honesty and 

continuous improvement. 

TRANSPORT 

www.tawasul.ae
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Tawasul Transport LLC (Taxi)



Motopro is one of Abu Dhabi’s finest and best equipped automobile workshops, catering to some of the world’s top automotive 

brands and trusted by the most demanding of customers in the region. Motopro Auto Service L.L.C (earlier Tawasul Auto 

Service L.L.C), is equipped to handle repairs and servicing leading brands of automobiles from across the globe including 

German, Japanese, American, Korean and European vehicles. A state-of-the-art garage, with the best-in-class diagnostic tools 

help identify and fix any problem or niggles that a vehicle may have, often well in advance of anything becoming a problem at 

all.

Motopro is a one-stop-shop for all of your automotive needs ranging from all Mechanical repairs to Body and Interior 

repairs.

www.motopro.ae
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Motopro 



To lead with world class healthcare. To create better patient experiences. 

Das Holding sees this as a great opportunity to create world class healthcare delivery in the UAE. With a firm commitment to 

bring the finest in medical expertise, equipment and medical technology, we believe that the best outcomes are delivered by a 

holistic approach to patient care.

www.yashealthcare.ae
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Yas Healthcare always strives to be the preferred healthcare destination of all those who seek quality medical support in an 
environment of compassion, complete understanding and a leave-nothing-to-chance attitude. 
At YAS Healthcare our Vision is to be the leading healthcare provider in Abu Dhabi that best understands and serves the 
medical needs of our patients in a friendly and ethical environment.

Yas HealthCare LLC 

HEALTHCARE 



Delightful consumer experiences. Exceptional products and services. 

Das Holding has created two exciting retail entities that offer the finest in product variety and retail experience. Select Market 

is a growing supermarket chain that offers a selection of fresh high quality products and services, with everyday fair prices, 

quick transactions and a clean, friendly shopping environment. Camelia Flowers, our second retail offering brings the freshest 

and widest variety of flowers from across the world to consumers in the region. *UAE Retail Industry Forecast to 2020 

www.selectmarket.ae
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Select Market as part of the Das Holdings group was established in 2011, and has imbibed the same values that the group 
espouses, one that respects the consumer and goes all out to meet her every requirement, whilst adhering to all mandatory 
health compliances. The categories that we serve are Fresh Food, Grocery, Frozen Food, Chilled Products, Cleaning & 
Detergents, Health, Beauty & Personal Care, Fresh Flowers & Plants. We keep expanding, both in terms of breadth and depth, 
we are committed to a value system that respects health, choice, value-for-money and freshness of produce. 

Select Market LLC 

RETAIL 



www.camelia.ae
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Camelia is the GCC’s most trusted name when it comes to sourcing and delivering flowers, right from individual use to special 
corporate occasions. We source from across the globe, with the best shipped to the UAE on a daily basis. As in every business, 
it is innovation and a clear commitment to the client’s requirements that puts us ahead of our competitors. Custom floral 
arrangements, indoor plants, landscaping, sales to retail outlets...the breadth of our expertise makes us the go to florist at all 
times. 
Our values of Reliability, Excellence, Service, Professionalism, Empowerment, Caring and Teamwork aptly form the acronym 
RESPECT. 

Camelia Flowers LLC 



www.grove-landscape.com
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Imagining the finest of outdoor spaces. Delivering innovative landscape designs. 
With the flourishing real estate landscape in the UAE - both residential and commercial, the need to create outdoor spaces that 
reflect the magnificence of the architecture is an extremely important step in urban design. Das Holding is a key player in the 
real estate development and maintenance market in the region. With the increasing need for world class landscaping services 
in the region, we set up two new subsidiaries that bring the most modern gardening and landscaping techniques to UAE, to 
help create green spaces that reflect the true tastes, culture and identity of an individual, company or real estate space by 
combining the best of technology and landscaping art. 
From palaces to private villas, iconic hotels and the biggest real estate developments, Das Holding delivers unmatched quality 
and design in landscaping services through our companies – Grove and Citiscape - both unique and exceptionally brilliant. 

LANDSCAPE 

Grove LLC, formerly known as one of Citiscape branches (Nursery) was established in 2005. It focuses on production and 
acclimatization of outdoor and indoor plants suitable for the local and regional markets. Having an area of over 350,000 sq.m, 
it has the capacity to grow and acclimatize various trees, exotic plants and flowering species. It has an open holding area of 
100,000 sq.m that can hold a large number of containers for imported trees and plants. Those we serve count on our ability to 
provide excellent services and most importantly, expert after-sale follow-up. 

Our team consists of expert technicians and plant specialists including Landscape Architects, Designers and Horticulturists 
who are highly knowledgeable in design and installation of indoor and outdoor gardens, and maintenance of all varieties of 
plants in different weather conditions and guard them against major diseases. 

Planted shrubs, ground covers, flowering plants, palm, coconut and general trees used in various projects were acclimatized 
and grown from our owned nursery. To support the UAE vision in "Sustainable Environment and Infrastructure", Grove is 
adopting new innovative technologies including growing systems, structures, equipment, transplanting of trees and nursery 
management techniques to achieve perfect balance between economic and social development.

Grove Landscape LLC



www.grove-landscape.com
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Citiscape is an integrated landscape solutions provider providing a wide range of services including design, planning, 
budgeting, research, execution and maintenance of attractive, creative and sustainable green environments. With over 2,500 
full-time skilled and semi-skilled employees, including professional landscape designers, project managers, project engineers 
and support staff, Citiscape’s multi-racial, experienced workforce of highly trained and regionally experienced individuals with 
appropriate skills are well equipped to undertake the various diversified projects across large developments and private 
properties. Citiscape’s knowledge and experience of natural and built landscapes as a living and essential part of our modern 
existence can be encapsulated in three words: Respect, Responsibility and Stewardship. 

Citiscape LLC 



4th Floor, Dusit Thani Complex, Offices Building,
Sultan Bin Zayed The First St (Muroor Road), Opposite Al Jazira Club,

P.O. Box: 161, Abu Dhabi, U.A.E.

+971 2 414 1111 info@dasholding.ae www.dasholding.ae


